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ABSTRACT: 

Literature and language are always active in all the phases. Language and literature are like four 

walls in a room. It has a bonding towards each other. The word "Digital" is a communal phrase, 

meaning it has become quotidian. As we live literally in the digital world, people around us 

learnuniquely renovated phrases every day. In the high-tech world, persons of all ages are 

surrounded by smart devices. There is a bridge between children and adults where the children of 

ancient and modern times have learning differences, and their captivity power has upheaved. While 

we take language development in children, it is going on a super pace, but it makes a lot of 

difference in adults. The enamor in the child's birth grows internally as well as externally. This 

development in the adult has decreased due to the modern world. At present, elderly people are 

more involved in using gadgets that they fail to sleuth in children's enrichment of language. The 

recast of the innovation level has pros and cons. Not many know the cons of the digital world, but 

language development has descended in modern times. The adaptation in child and adult can be 

given by using small activities like newspaper reading, collecting new vocabularies, and forming 

sentences for our mundane activities. The chief pretension exhibitshow technology is traversing at 

its fast pace; in the same way, the language flourishing must also be at its par.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Literature is the best medium to improve language fantasy. There are many differences in 

literature, but differentiating from Indian text to other literary text seems an arduous task. For 

enriching the language in mundane activities in ancient times, the child and the adult found it 

strange to compile the literary text. The wording in the textaligned in a different language. Each text 

differs variably in the written book. A Literary text intends to narrate a story than in a plain text and 

contains all the idealogy. 

The learning and development of language begin at home. Specifically for a child, the language 

develops from their parents. Everyone must concentrate individually on the growth of the language. 

Language development is when children understand and communicate the language in early 

childhood. In the beginning,the child develops and learns everything at a fast rapidity. Parents-child 

interaction is always one-to-one. At this stage, this is a technology world, from the newborn baby 

till the aged people all out hands are at the gadgets. The world is spinning,and so our hands are. We 

are also moving along with the technology growth.Language and literacy rates are declining in the 

coming days due to technology. 
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People living in other countries like Swedish have also experienced the same situation. Both 

the child and adult must develop the language individually. There are many digital distractions in 

and around us, but we must avoid a specific limit and develop the critical feature.When we look 

into the digital world, there are many aspects like robotics learning. The digital expansion has 

updated that it has become a robotics operation even for a process. At this stage, the technology has 

advanced growth. Language can be of any form. It will be broken or might even be split up. There 

are many components of language. One component I used here is grammar. Under this, we have a 

lexicon that refers to a given language's words. In other words, it can be said as a language's 

vocabulary. When we take the cognitive language, its flexibilitymakes it distinct as a mode of 

communication among humans. Developing the language might be easy when compared to adults. 

Adults might find learning difficult as it may fall under second language acquisition. The linguistic 

approach in adults is one of the factors in adults. Some may be intertwined and also a motivation to 

the linguistic approach. The expression of the language, adulthood uses various ways like talking 

among the family members. There is a difference in language acquisition between children and 

adults. It cannot be said both go together hand in hand because language, in other words, can be 

expressed as cognitive development. 

The converstion between a child and the adult develops at a very young age. It guves a 

relationship between an adult and the child, probably realises who he is in this world.  

There are theories in language acquisition; these theories have taken place in the adaptation 

of phenomena in adults. The new language structure focuses on fluency and semantic errors to gain 

the best impression. If one takes grammar, for example, there are rules that need to be followed. If 

those are ignored, the language cannot be developed. With the Digi world advancing, the protocals 

are not updated. There has been a communication gap between the people. As a sample, students 

were taken for a practical session whereby there were given tasks and some structured. The tasks 

were given to the students continuously, it was found that students had high motivation skills rather 

it improves their acquisition of language skills. The research finding at the end was their language 

was very much improved at the end. As we see the computers began to propagate in the beginning 

stage. Now that the online mode has started , people including the small kids have began to take the 

tablets, smartphone etc. Child speaking ability and adult's speaking ability differs in many ways. 

During the initiation the child is not aware of the language but its not the same with adults. Child 

starts to babble , then slowly tries to adapt towards the nature. In the adult's case, everyone are 

clued about the level of language. Comparing to adults, children acquire easy vocabulary in second 

language for transmit their necessitates. When children's brain correlated with adults, their psyche 

processor are ponderous. From the day one, when a child is scrutinized their mother tongue, 

altogetherteachthe second language for better communication. With the connection to a foreign 

language, a child's deep motor area of the brain elevatethe confidence level and yield their 

communication skills. In adults, the flow of foreign language communication skills differ invariably 

especially in the accent than in the child's skill.From this illustration, the young generation are 

benefitted by reading Indian Novels to inculcate the vocabulary easily due to the simple structure of 

the sentence making. The language flourishes because of reading Indian English literature. The 

ancient language of Indians differs from modern Indian authors. Likewise, in the Indian Author 

Nissim Ezekiel’s poem “Night of the Scorpian,”  the author deliberate clear picture of the poem 

even the low education kids can understand the structure and accent of the poem. For reference  

“I remember the night my mother 

             was stung by a scorpion. Ten hours 

        of steady rain had driven him 

            to crawl beneath a sack of rice.” 
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In the recent times, the technologies are affected vary badly. The danger and chances cannot 

be seen through naked eyes. By seeing in everyday life, people think that children are addicted to 

the technological world but that is not true. There are two cases one is online other is offline. Both 

are comparatively less accessible than we think. Adults do not know what is running in the child's 

mind in the offline field, so they readily believe that almost all the children are into the world of 

computer mode. Just like how a child will be reluctant to talk in the beginning in the offline 

sessions the same way the adults also will feel diffident in the onset time. It is not correct in finding 

fault with the child constantly. The communication style, which we call pronunciation, reflects 

immediately in the child’s mechanism. The adults must at the same time cooperate with the child’s 

activity to guarantee child well-being. There are good, bad and the worse but the parents need to 

supervise and teach the children what is right and what is wrong. 

The enlargement of the popularity in the overtime gadgets can simply be seen around us. As 

the time passes, young generation kid move from computers to laptop, from laptop to the 

smartphones etc. At the present time from the young kid to the adults most of them don’t want to 

carry even the laptop and they are looking for other alternative sources. Adult-child communication 

begins from home from the mundane activities. A small smart up with the child is sufficient; the 

child can easily pick up from where it began. The environment is also one of the key factor for the 

development of the child language. Parents or the adults are wholly responsible for the child’s 

actions so whatever the adult do the child copies and repeats the same thing. The need concentration 

of communication , the adults need to converse  attentively to the child. The adult can easily 

procure the language from the same age groups but the child cannot do the same. When an adult 

converses with the child the usages of language , pronunciation even the situation needs to be taken 

care of. Adults concentration power is less as compared to a young child. The child maintains a 

keen concentration while talking while we the adults may leave off some of the words. Distractions 

of the child must be less while talking. Adults while we do some work we ourselves are carried 

away so think of the child who tries to pay attention to a particular verbal communication easily 

gets distracted. Use of digital sounds must be minimal especially in the adult-child interaction. The 

age of communication does not matter in the child because young children are born intelligent. 

When a child views a particular video, he/she cannot see a complete view at once, so a child pauses 

a video for some time records in the mind then plays it. There are still some parents who at this age 

instigate kids use the digital media so that there is betterment for the kid’s futurity but it is 

absolutely erroneous. The parents longing to bring up their child for linguistic thoughts in order to 

develop flexibility from the infant age. Book reading is one of requisite component for adult as well 

as for child. The way of reading may contradict in child and adult. As for the younger generation, 

book reading can be an unchallenging assignments. Conventionally, for young kids most of the 

books comprise in the form of picture comprehenhsion or in the dialogue form so that kids can 

easily fathom the text. As for the adults, this is not the criteria, they can read a normal text at a 

stretch. It culminates to lot of language augmentation. Speaking and reading skills are very 

imperative at the starting stage no matter its adult or young children. The vocalization of each and 

every word matters a lot both the cases. In linguistic subject , first is the vocabulary; next comes 

pronunciation. 

2. CONCLUSION 

 The symbiosis conversation of the digital world between adults and child is vocabulary. 

Adults need to have a physical conversation which means eye to eye contact. The digital media has 

brought out a adverse effect on the digital society. Child should be under the obligation of the adults 

so they don’t bother much in the digital world. All of us know there is a saying “Don’t judge book 

by its cover” which means we must not judge anyone by the outer look , or just by knowing the 

value. Everyone decides upon the actions of the adults so they think that parents spend most of their 

time in intelligent world. By this, society come to termination that adults do not take care of child 

anymore. Unlike in their environment , adolescents chose to work along with the environment. 
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Linguistic comes step by step to the child where as the adults can pick up from the middle of the 

content. In present day scenario, an infant has more thinking capacity compared to adults. They 

build an intense basement for themselves to bring out their skills. There is no age for learning, to 

draw society's attention, adults are also in the same platform that is learning skill. A child’s sound 

development in the house is to note as a vital issue. These decibels should be noteworthy for the 

small kid. The child's listening skills must be more when compared to the adults so that their 

distractions might be less. The language acquisition skills are very much the same for adults as well 

as children due to the fact that it is a need for both of them. At the same time, these skills are 

needed to run the family . There is a separate linguistic pattern to be followed for communication. 

There are still some people who prefer the read the book physically than via online. Even though 

the digital world has alomostbroght out a closure to the physical field, still some feel that the 

obtainment via reading and learning has brought more positive result. In the digi media there are 

disadvantages that child lose their ability of visionary and less concentration power even a child 

who is well-educated. The adults and the child must choose a comfortable environment for a safe 

learning. As there is adaptation in the digital world, people tend to choose a rather technology 

world. But at the end of the day, safety and the communication is important. So, more of 

conversation or communication less usage of digital world bring in a lot of changes in this world. 

Finally the language and the literature seem to get a higher benfit of every kids and adults. Since the 

language are at ease, the authors are at higher position to publish an Indian literary text. The 

significant findings are  the orientation of the literary language which is beneficent sto the people 

around the society.  
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